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Intuition behind RLR

• Since the data is decentralized and unvetted, FL is particularly
susceptible to backdoor attacks [1-2].

• Local training is a single epoch of full-batch gradient descent
• Then, Δkt = wtk − wt = (wt − ∇fk(wt)) − wt = − ∇fk(wt)

• In a backdoor attack, an adversary tries to embed a backdoor to the
model during training. The backdoor can then be activated to cause a
desired misclassification during inference.

• Dimension i is updated as,

• To prevent backdoor attacks, we propose a lightweight defense that
requires no change to the FL structure. At a high level, our defense is
based on carefully adjusting the aggregations server’s learning
rate, per dimension and per round, based on the sign information
of agents’ updates.

• Aggregated updates is just the average of negative
gradients: −gavg
• If sum of signs ≥ θ: wt,i

= wt,i − η ⋅ gavg,i
• Otherwise: wt,i = wt,i + η ⋅ gavg,i
• So, if sum of signs is below θ, we’re moving towards the
direction of gradient, rather than its negative

Experiments
Our Defense: Robust Learning Rate (RLR)

• We tested our defense under both iid [3], and non-iid settings [4] and
compared it with some recent defenses.

• Let wadv, whon be two distinct points on parameter space

wadv : minimizes loss on backdoor, and main tasks
• whon: minimizes loss on main task
•

• For some dimensions, honest and corrupt agents will try to move the
model to different directions
• Sign information of updates can be treated as votes for directions

Trojan pattern is a 5-by-5 plus sign that is put to the top-left of objects. For i.i.d. case (a), backdoor task is to
make model classify trojaned sandals as sneakers. For non-i.i.d. case (b), it is to make model classify
trojaned digit 1s as digit 7s.

• We introduce a hyperparameter called learning threshold, θ, at
server-side. For a dimension i, if sum of signs is less than θ,
negate learning rate for dimension i.
• To maximize loss on that dimension

wt+1 = wt + ηθ ⊙

IID (top), Non-IID (bottom). M stands for clipping value for updates (L2), σ stands for std. deviation
of Gaussian noise when DP is used [3]. Using DP might be desirable for privacy/fairness purposes.
Also, it has been shown that FedAvg with DP can deter label-flipping backdoors [4]. However, as
shown, it doesn’t perform well against trojan pattern backdoors. See [5] for FoolsGold, [6] for
Comed, [7] for Sign.

Conclusion
• A simple defense that is easily adaptable, and agnostic to the
aggregation function. Significantly outperforms some of the recent
defenses.
• Full version is to appear at AAAI-21 with the title “Defending against
Backdoors in Federated Learning with Robust Learning Rate”.

• Defending against Distributed Backdoor Attacks [8]
• Combining RLR with other aggregations
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St: selected agents at round t
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